
 

EndNote X7 is the latest version of the reference management application for Mac and Windows. The application's user-friendly interface lets you create and organize bibliographies, import citations from other sources, and easily generate an alphabetical list of references. The latest release includes a bevy of new features that make organizing your research easier than ever before. Here are some
highlights: -Embed tables in your paper, thesis or dissertation with Insert Table -Faster searches with Reindex Library Catalogues command -Customize text color themes to suit any personal preference This release has something for both seasoned veterans who know EndNote like the back of their hand or students just starting out on an academic journey. To learn more about the new features, visit
the EndNote X7 release notes. EndNote is a software program used primarily by scholars to create bibliographies and document citations for their research for presentation. EndNote is a heavy-duty program with many features, as well as being easy to use. Here are some notable features: -Advanced Search - Allows for full text searches of all files/bibliographies, even those located on other drives.
These searches can be complex with complex patterns and include a word or phrase search along with any compound or pluralized words that can be searched. The search can even be limited to a certain date range. -Create Bibliographies – This feature allows the user to choose from a number of different templates for different disciplines. In addition, the templates can be customized as well as
downloaded from within EndNote's software or from outside sources. EndNote also offers a "Master Bibliography" template for those who want to download their entire library at once instead of typing it all in one by one. -Update Bibliographies – This feature allows the user to update information about citations and publications that have already been included in a bibliography or reference list.
Updates can include new authors, new items, even changes in volume, title and page number. The update can also be accomplished through a web interface. -Importing Citations – EndNote now has the ability to import citations from outside sources such as those found on websites or in research databases. The program can pull in either hypertext or plain files and automatically creates a bibliography
at the same time. The user can also manually enter citations by hand if desired. -Hypertext Citing – This feature allows the user to link any number of references to any biblography, reference list, manuscript, dissertation, journal article etc. It will include whatever was linked as well as whatever was referenced from it. -Web Citing– An addition to the hypertext citing feature, it also allows the user to
cite web-based sources without downloading the source; only the URL is required. Only hypertext items can be linked, not text documents. -Barcode Scanning – A new feature in EndNote X7 is barcode scanning. Bibliographies can be imported into EndNote by scanning their barcodes with a scanner or camera. The program will automatically pull in information about that particular publication,
including title and author information.
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